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Blurb: 
 

1946.  
 

Europe is in ruins. Millions of people dream of finding happiness somewhere else. 
 

Fourteen year old Felix is one of them. When he’s offered a journey to Australia, he seizes the     
opportunity. So does someone very dear to him, even though she wasn’t actually invited. 
 

They have high hopes for Australia, and their dramatic arrival there makes them want to stay. But 
before Felix and Anya can embrace the love and friendship of their new land, they must confront 
the murderous urge for revenge still alive in the old. 
 

Felix knows he hasn’t faced anything like this before. 
 

He may not survive, but he’s hoping he will. Maybe. 

Lamont Review: 
 

I just love Felix, and therefore this series. It is no wonder it is a huge favourite throughout          
Australian schools. Felix's optimistic look at life and the resilience he shows when facing the great 
obstacles that are constantly thrown at him amaze me.  
 

This story follows the journey of Felix and Anya, who is pregnant, from Poland to Australia. This 
was typically eventful and harrowing, and included a plane crash and subsequent internment into 
a boy's home (prison).  
 

I won't give away any more of the story but suffice to say that I clearly loved it, but then I am    
already a huge fan of the series.  
 

This is an ideal series for all middle school readers (Years 5 to 8). 
 

Reviewed by Rob 
 

Teacher notes are available for this title. A full version is available on our website. 
 



Lamont Review: 
 

What an amazing book about fears and how, if left alone, they can become all consuming. Based 
around a wonderfully quirky main character, Esther Solar, her equally unusual family, and her very 
unique friend.  
 

Esther’s life changes when her primary school love interest Jonah reappears in her life and duly 
pickpockets her at a bus stop. Together they begin a quest to face Esther's fears head on and this 
produces truly fantastic results. With a twin brother, Eugene, who is totally afraid of the dark and 
currently contemplating suicide, a father who hasn't appeared from the basement for six years, a 
mother who believes in all sorts of curses and has a gambling addiction to boot, and a best friend 
who chooses not to speak, Esther’s life is pretty complicated. 
 

Clearly, Esther has a kaleidoscope of fears to uncover. But the biggest fear of all is a character that 
her grandfather has met on a few occasions. His intermittent visits are mentioned throughout the 
story. He is indeed, the man who would become death, or, if you prefer, The Grim Reaper.  
 

We probably all have our own individual phobias and this book will help many of us to reassess and 
maybe even choose to confront them! Which is not a bad idea, so I strongly recommend this book 
to all young adults, probably best suited to those 15 years and older.  
 
Reviewed by Rob 
 

Teacher notes are available for this title. A full version is available on our website. 

Blurb:  

Ever since Esther Solar's grandfather was cursed by Death, everyone in her family has been doomed to suffer 
one great fear in their lifetime. Esther's father is agoraphobic and hasn't left the basement in six years, her 
twin brother can't be in the dark without a light on, and her mother is terrified of bad luck. The Solars are 
consumed by their fears and, according to the legend of the curse, destined to die from them. Esther doesn't 
know what her great fear is yet (nor does she want to), a feat achieved by avoiding pretty much everything. 
Elevators, small spaces and crowds are all off-limits. So are haircuts, spiders, dolls, mirrors and three dozen 
other phobias she keeps a record of in her semi-definitive list of worst nightmares. Then Esther is               
pickpocketed by Jonah Smallwood, an old elementary school classmate. Along with her phone, money and a 
fruit roll-up she'd been saving, Jonah also steals her list of fears. Despite the theft, Esther and Jonah become 
friends, and he sets a challenge for them - in an effort to break the curse that has crippled her family, they 
will meet every Sunday of senior year to work their way through the list, facing one terrifying fear at a time,    
including one that Esther hadn't counted on - love.  
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Beautiful Mess 
By Claire Christian 
Publisher: Text Publishing 
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Lamont Review: 
 
Having had the pleasure of meeting Claire at the Text Award Night this year, I was very keen to 
read her book. It was the winner of the Text Award last year, which automatically guarantees it will 
be published, emphasising why it is such a great award for up and coming authors. 
 
Beautiful Mess is a truly touching story of broken and damaged young people trying to navigate 
their way through real problems. The two main characters are the essence of the story - Ava, 
whose best friend has committed suicide, and Gideon, who has severe anxiety and self esteem   
issues, as well as many scars from previous self harm episodes. 
 
I can't give away too much of the plot but suffice to say you will love it! They are amazing          
characters with obvious flaws while still being very real and raw. By slowly finding each other they 
are able to begin the healing process.  
 
Gideon's poetry is a real highlight, and the whole story is fantastic. And although the story has a 
happy ending, it isn’t quite the one I expected, which is refreshing. 
 
I highly recommend this novel, and congratulate Claire for her great debut. I hope to read many 
more of her stories in the years to come.  Beautiful Mess is best suited to those 14+. 
 
Reviewed by Rob 
 
Teacher notes are available for this title. A full version is available on our website. 

Blurb:  

Since Ava lost Kelly, things haven't been going so well. Even before she gets thrown out of school 
for shouting at the principal, there's the simmering rage and all the weird destructive choices. The 
only thing going right for Ava is her job at Magic Kebab. Which is where she meets Gideon. Skinny, 
shy, anxious Gideon. A mad poet and collector of vinyl records with an aversion to social media. He 
lives in his head. She lives in her grief. The only people who can help them move on with their lives 
are each other. 
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$19.99 

Lamont Review: 
 

This is the much anticipated sequel to The Road to Winter, and it reminds me of the Tomorrow 
When The War Began series. 
 

Finn and Kas have survived the winter. Now they know that as the weather heats up, the Wilders 
will start hunting again. They must also try to fulfil their promise to the dying Rose to rescue her 
baby, Hope.  
 

Full of action and ‘kill or be killed’ experiences, how can Finn reconcile his actions? And now his 
emotions have him looking at Kas in a whole new way. 
 

Set in a rugged part of Australia, with the world in disarray and anarchy running rife, what choices 
do good people have? 
 

Issues of survival, trust, and honour make this a great book for reading groups. 
 

I love this series, and recommend it highly for middle high school readers. 
 

Reviewed by Rob 
 

Teacher notes are available for this title. A full version is available on our website. 

Blurb:  

Finn, Kas and Willow have survived the winter of storms. Severe winds and cold have kept the       
Wilders at bay. Now that spring has come, everything has changed. They're being hunted again, and 
they won't be safe while Ramage wants their blood. But Finn and Kas made a promise to Rose - to 
find her baby and bring her back. And finding Hope means finding Ramage. Wilder Country is the  
exciting, action-packed sequel to Mark Smith's highly acclaimed The Road to Winter.  
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Unspoken Rules 
By Lora Inak 
Publisher: Rhiza Press 
ISBN  9781925563146   SCIS: 1831477 
$16.99 

Lamont Review: 
 

This story is sure to resonate with many who are just trying to fit in to school life in Australia, whilst 
trying to maintain their cultural and religious beliefs, and the family values. 
 

Natalie is a Year 12 student caught between two worlds. Her world at school, where she has friends 
that she is not allowed to socialise with or attend parties with, and the strict home life where she 
must attend church every Sunday and is expected to one day marry a boy from ‘the community’. 
 

But Natalie’s life starts to fall apart when a new boy from Perth, Chris, moves to her school. They 
are immediately attracted to each other, and Natalie is now caught between her two worlds in a 
way that she has never been in the past. How can she be with Chris and still be true to her family? 
 

However, Chris is not her only problem. There are brewing issues and tensions at home between 
her once loving and devoted parents, her relationship with her best friend is fractured, and her   
sister has health issues  -  Natalie’s whole life seems to be spiralling out of control. 
 

This book touches on, and handles in a sensitive manner, many family and social issues including 
cultural differences, teenage sex, freedom, domestic and alcohol abuse, and gambling. But it is  
ultimately a book about love, family, and learning to follow your dreams. 
 
A great read, that will most appeal to girls 15+. 
 
Reviewed by Sam 
 
 
 
  
 

Blurb: 
 

Seventeen-year-old Natalie has two lives. At home, her life is governed by the unspoken rules of her 
Christian Orthodox background. At school, she is the Syrian girl who never goes to parties. She     
pretends she doesn’t care, but deep down she just wants to be like everyone else.  
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Terra Nullius 
By Claire G. Coleman 
Publisher: Hachette 
ISBN  9780733638312    SCIS: 1832541 
$29.99 

Lamont Review: 
 
Australia is being colonised, but the natives are restless and unhappy. 
 
When Jacky makes a run for it, away from the slavery he has known his whole life, the natives follow his    
escape with joy and more rebellion. 
 
When one of the settlers finally decides he can no longer continue to kill indiscriminately, he becomes an 
outlaw as well. 
 
This is the tale of two men from opposite sides. Can they help each other? 
 
This is an amazing story from a debut author, Claire Coleman. The story sounds all to familiar to past         
Australian history, but this is a story set with a massive twist. It will provoke much discussion in the         
classroom about morals, ethics, cultural differences, war, and invasions. 
 
Extraordinarily hard to put down, I would love to see this book added to Senior School reading lists, as it is so 
thought provoking. I loved it. 
 
Best suited to Year 10 and up. 
 
 

Reviewed by Michelle. 

Blurb:  

Jacky was running. There was no thought in his head, only an intense drive to run. There was no sense he was 
getting anywhere, no plan, no destination, no future. All he had was a sense of what was behind, what he was 
running from. Jacky was running. The Natives of the Colony are restless. The Settlers are eager to have a nation 
of peace, and to bring the savages into line. Families are torn apart, re-education is enforced. This rich land will 
provide for all. This is not Australia as we know it. This is not the Australia of our history. This TERRA NULLIUS is 
something new, but all too familiar. This is an incredible debut from a striking new Australian Aboriginal voice.  
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The Book of Secrets  -  An Ateban Cipher Novel 
By A.L. Tait 
Publisher:  Lothian/Hachette 
ISBN  9780734417671  SCIS: 1824382 
$14.99 

Lamont Review: 
 
This is the first book in a new series by A.L. Tait, the Australian author of The Mapmaker       
Chronicles. 
 
Gabe, who has lived in the monastery all of his life, is given a beautiful coded manuscript by 
Brother Benedict whilst muttering his final words - ‘Take it to Aidan  -  hide it  -  they must not 
have it’. 
 
So begins an amazing quest to protect the book and uncover the book’s secrets. Gabe enters the 
forest and meets a band of merry girls, and they join together to assist each other. Merry, their 
leader, is trying to free her dying and innocent father from Lord Sherborne’s dungeon.  Can they 
figure out the mystery of the book and save her father? 
 
This book has an evil Lord, an imposter Prince, and all of the mystery and adventure sure to make 
it a hit with 10 to 14 year olds. 
 

Reviewed by Rob 

Blurb: 

What's the secret of the book, and why is it so valuable? These are the questions Gabe must answer 
when a dying man hands him a coded manuscript with one instruction: take it to Aidan. Gabe is 
hurled into a quest that takes him beyond his monastery home and into a world of danger, political 
intrigue and adventure. As he seeks to decipher the code and find a mystery man who may not 
even exist, Gabe learns that survival must be earned and that some of life's biggest lessons are not 
found in books. Gabe finds himself questioning everything he knows about right and wrong and 
wondering if he'll ever find a way back home. He also discovers that the biggest secret of all may be 
his own. 
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Lamont Review: 
 
Set upon the spaceship Infinity, destined to inhabit a new planet (Earth II), Romy is travelling alone   
after her parents and all of the astronauts sleeping in their pods awaiting re-awaking died.  
 
Romy is told that another spaceship, The Eternity, has launched. With new technology, The Eternity is 
due to rendezvous with her in 12 months. J is in charge of The Eternity, and they begin emailing each 
other, and Romy starts romanticising what will happen when he arrives. Only it doesn’t work out as 
planned. At all... 
 
I can’t tell you anymore, but the twists and turns that take place will keep you enthralled with each new 
chapter. 
 
This is a great read that is part romance, part science, and a lot of suspense and intrigue. It has a     
wonderful plot, and some amazing characters and character twists. Read it, you will love it! 
 
Ideal for all readers 13 and older, but like a lot of cover art, this cover may restrict it’s appeal to female    
readers. 
 
Reviewed by Rob 

Blurb:  

Can you fall in love with someone you've never met, never even spoken to – someone who is light years 
away? Romy Silvers is the only surviving crew-member of a spaceship travelling to a new planet, on a mission 
to establish a second home for humanity. Alone in space, she is the loneliest girl in the universe until she 
hears about a new ship which has launched from Earth – with a single passenger on board. A boy called J. 
Their only communication is via email – and due to the distance between them, their messages take months 
to transmit. And yet Romy finds herself falling in love. But what does Romy really know about J? And what do 
the mysterious messages which have started arriving from Earth really mean? Sometimes, there's something 
worse than being alone...  
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